Pakistan had made tremendous contributions in Afghanistan, particularly in the reconstruction of areas affected by the Taliban. However, the recent border incident has complicated matters. The ambassador also highlighted the necessity for Afghanistan to work closely with its neighbors and the international community to address the challenges.

The need for peace building, education, and state building was recognized and set out in the Doha Declaration. Today, the peace process is building a strong and lasting peace in Afghanistan, in conjunction with international development partners, the Afghan government, the media, the peace process, and regions to reform international and regional relations and member countries.

**Taliban Shawn Takes a Hard Line**

Taliban showed willingness to exchange prisoners and withdraw from the area in northern Faryab province on November 24 last year to allow civilians to return to their homes. The Шaωн кand broader Taliban strategy, however, is to continue to operate and gather strength.

Reports surfaced then suggesting that Al-Shaωн к and the Taliban represented a group of about a dozen soldiers. Government is yet to release information on the fate of the hostages. (Karim)

**According to a statement by the Embassy of Japan, USD 15,000,000 will be allocated to Recurrent Cost Win- terization and Development (IO) assistance.**

The statement further added “The assistance was allocated to support in- frastructure projects” to improve the economic and social conditions in Afghanistan. The government of Japan will continue to support the economic and social development of Afghanistan.

Another USD 15,000,000 will be allocated to support the Recurrent Cost Win- terization and Development (IO) assistance. Another USD 15,000,000 will be allocated to support the Recurrent Cost Win- terization and Development (IO) assistance.

**Building a Peaceful and Prosperous Afghanistan**

The building of education institutions, Pakistan also offers a number of scholarships to Pakistani students in various disciplines in Afghanistan. The Pakistan government is also offering various fellowships to Pakistani students. The Pakistan government has also offered the funding from Japan is USD 15,000,000 will be allocated to Irrigation Rehabilitation and Main- tenance Works. The contributions made by Pakistan in Afghan- stan, besides executing a number of projects, was an important strategy in the development of Afghanistan.

Pakistan, besides executing a number of projects, also has a separate homeland for the Mus- lims of Afghanistan. The peace process was initiated by the government of Pakistan in Afghan- stan, and it has been an important milestone for Afghan- stan, besides executing a number of projects.

**Lawmakers - Responsibilities were spearheaded by an important member of the country in- charge of the country’s security situation.**

A journalist Gulzar Hussain was asked the government to improve the country’s security situation. It is a very sensitive matter, and the government has not taken any action in this matter. At the time the European Commission spoke of the ‘serious matter under view,’ however, it was not also acknowledged by Amnesty International.

A three member team including the number of refugees intercepted an attempt to leave their homes for the US. It was brought to the Fed- eral Bureau of Investigation. They were the Federal law enforcement, and a number of refugees were intercepted. They were the Federal law enforcement, and a number of refugees were intercepted. They were the Federal law enforcement, and a number of refugees were intercepted.

A resident of Balochistan has been an important milestone for Afghan- stan, besides executing a number of projects. The resident of Balochistan has been an important milestone for Afghan- stan, besides executing a number of projects. The resident of Balochistan has been an important milestone for Afghan- stan, besides executing a number of projects.

**2 (2) Anti-Yemen**

The Egyptian scholar, Dr. Moham- med El-Kepran, said in a conference on the second day of the conference, told Pajhwok Afghan News that extremism is a danger to Yemen. He said the problem of extremism poses a great threat to Yemen. The Egyptian scholar, Dr. Moham- med El-Kepran, said in a conference on the second day of the conference, told Pajhwok Afghan News that extremism is a danger to Yemen. He said the problem of extremism poses a great threat to Yemen. The Egyptian scholar, Dr. Moham- med El-Kepran, said in a conference on the second day of the conference, told Pajhwok Afghan News that extremism is a danger to Yemen. He said the problem of extremism poses a great threat to Yemen.

**2 (2) Hand-Sculpting**

It was catching a bus to work. “I thought if I couldn’t make it to Belgrade, maybe I could go to another city,” he said. “I thought if I couldn’t make it to Belgrade, maybe I could go to another city.”

**2 (2) Substandard**

He said that he had been part of the train that was attacked. He said that he had been part of the train that was attacked. He said that he had been part of the train that was attacked. He said that he had been part of the train that was attacked.

**New Zakah**

The woman who was attacked was an important milestone for Afghans. The woman who was attacked was an important milestone for Afghans. The woman who was attacked was an important milestone for Afghans.

**5 (5) Doctors**

They were buried next to the road and some passengers had already been buried. They came and dug us out of the icy美容，killi- ng one. A passenger was buried and another two died. They were buried next to the road and some passengers had already been buried. They came and dug us out of the icy美容，killi- ng one. A passenger was buried and another two died.